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February 28, 2017

Dear Friends,
Here is the latest Kimberley art news from Broome - Enjoy!
Philippa & Geraldine

Image credits: (L to R) Peggy Griffiths & Anita Churchill working on a collaborative artwork at Waringarri Arts, DRS meeting with
Mangkaja artists, On the road in the Kimberley & DRS recording artwork stories with Warruyanta Art Centre artist Shirley Yoomarie
© AGWA 2016

New horizons 2017
2016 was a hectic and engrossing twelve months for Desert River Sea. The year included acceptance
of a national MAGNA award, the VALP curatorial workshop and exhibition in Kununurra, the
production of four short documentary films, multiple research articles, field trips to nine art centres
across the Kimberley and an end of year artist workshop. This year brings an exciting shift in
emphasis to the project.

We will continue crisscrossing the region supporting and promoting Kimberley art centres. As always,
our goal will be to engage with Kimberley artists on their terms, working together to increase art
practice visibility and wider community understanding of artist perspectives. However as we
approach the end of Desert River Sea in 2018 we will be focusing more on the project’s final major
exhibition and companion publication. We look forward to announcing the details of a new arts
development project in the next newsletter – stay tuned!

____________________________

Image credit: Mervyn Street © Mangkaja Arts Resource Agency 2014

Jawardji Mervyn Street: writing it down in
paint
By Philippa Jahn & Mervyn Street

‘Now all them mustering days are finished, all just my memories now.’
With his broad smile, composed demeanour and ever-present stockman’s hat, Gooniyandi man
Mervyn Street is a charismatic presence at Mangkaja art centre, where he has worked as an artist and
served as a board member, chairperson and cultural leader over many years. His unfailing
commitment to cultural maintenance and the wider awareness and understanding of his own and
other Kimberley families’ lives during the peak pastoral decades of last century seems to only intensify
with each passing year. His art practice is an integral component of these commitments, not only
because of his own inclinations and talents, but because he uses it discursively to illustrate places in
time and country. In his own words, he ‘writes it down in paint’. In this capacity to bear witness and
engage audiences, Street’s oeuvre is a meaningful counterpoint to the obscurantism and partialities
which characterised many mainstream written records of the Kimberley last century.

Mervyn Street at Mangkaja Art Centre. Image courtesy Mangkaja Arts Resource Agency

Street (Joowooroo skin) was born in 1948 under a Boomerang tree (Hakea macrocarpa) on Louisa
Downs Station, a cattle property located east of Fitzroy Crossing in the central Kimberley. While
Street identifies himself principally as Gooniyandi, one of several language groups which identify as
river people of the Fitzroy River Valley, he also has strong ties to the neighbouring Walmajarri and
Jaru. His maternal grandfather was katiya (non-Aboriginal), Billy Cox, who established Louisa
Downs early last century.

The station continues today as an extensive and iconic pastoral property. Originally much larger but
now 350,000 km2 in size, it covers an expansive area of the south eastern end of the King Leopold
Ranges with its southern boundary on the northern edge of the Great Sandy Desert. The property was
returned to its traditional owners as part of the Gooniyandi Native Title Area, and has been operated
by the Louisa Downs Pastoral Aboriginal Corporation since their purchase of the lease in 1981.
Bordered by the Margaret River to the east, the land here varies from seasonally scorched floodplains
to the varied topography and shadowed secrets of the sandstone hill country. To a casual observer it
might appear monotonous and inhospitable, but closer acquaintance reveals rich variation in the life
it hosts and the subtle beauty of its geography.

Raised here from infancy in the 1950s, it was this country which Street grew to know and love deeply.
Pastoralism was entrenched here by this time, but the social, cultural and environmental changes it
wrought had not effaced millennia of Aboriginal symbiotic engagement with the land prior to white
settlement, instead, many aspects of pastoral work were incorporated into it. It was the traditional
world however, rather than the rhythms and demands of station life, in which Street was immersed
during childhood. He didn’t attend katiya school and acquired his education living a bush life with his
parents away from the hub of the homestead. When a small boy he says he would sit alongside his
mother and imitate her as she used the traditional method of drawing figures in the sand to teach him
essential skills – how to identify animal tracks and stalk game for example. The self-sufficiency learnt
in the bush extended to a love of visual art which has been a feature of his life ever since.

Street says he was afraid on the rare occasions when they ventured into the homestead precinct where
other members of his extended family lived, particularly of the old people. Eventually these older
relatives told his parents it was time to bring the boy into the station to live, and at about ten years old
he was inducted into the station regime. Still frightened of the old people, he spoke no English and
remembers having to adapt to strange new foods from the station gardens, and going to the station
dump to glean scrap tin to fashion trucks (which feature in his artwork to this day) and other toys.

Driving Cattle 2012 © Mervyn Street and Mangkaja Art Centre

Street also started to learn station work suitable for young boys – chopping and collecting wood with
a donkey pulling a trailer. As he grew older he progressed to more sophisticated skills such as making
ropes and cattle straps, shoeing horses; as he says, learning station work was the schooling of his teen
years. Donkeys were used in the station yards and fencing – a skill he learnt with his father. He also
helped to make and maintain the station water tanks, which were sealed with tar. He vividly
remembers his older brother using tar to draw a pointing hand on a tank, and his uncle drawing the

old mail plane. He himself added a depiction of a truck and says these drawings can still be seen
today.

Mervyn Street (middle) with his sister and mother, 1963. Image courtesy of the Smoker family and http://www.mibalafoto.com.au

As a younger boy he would, in his own words, draw on anything that was available to him – flat rocks
or wet sand. As an older boy in thrall to the stockman’s life, the subjects Street chose to draw naturally
focused in this direction, with their iconic hats and boots being favoured alongside depictions of cattle
and guitar-playing cowboys. Even his own hat was liberally covered in drawings. In adulthood he
would draw in the stock camp while waiting for dinner, one of the few periods of respite from the
heat, dust and fatigue of the working day. Street’s visual acuity was evidently honed over many
decades of passionately reproducing in two dimensions the landscapes and lifeways of the central
Kimberley whenever, and however, he could.

Street wasn’t particularly unusual in this. Many of his contemporaries were similarly motivated and
opportunistically made use of whatever materials were available to them, whether endemic or
introduced. Wonder at latent contemporary art stars whose ‘first’ works arrive on the mainstream art
scene fully fledged and poised for eager consumption by the market is a commercially appealing idea
which sidesteps the fact that visual skills and aesthetic sensibilities have been honed by their
integration over decades into many aspects of daily life, whether for internal cultural purposes or in
productions for outsiders.

In Street’s case, his natural proclivity towards art-making led him to producing crafted objects for
independent sale, as many had done before him. He started engraving boab nuts when working on
Fossil Downs station as a young man, after watching others do this. These would be sold to
local katiya. He also engraved emu eggs and soapstone (skills he later directed to printmaking), and
made boomerangs, spears and shields using traditional methods.

No More Packhorse 2006 © Mervyn Street and Mangkaja Art Centre

Later in life, once his pastoral career was over, Street came to appreciate the potential of art to not
only express his own emotional connections to the past and to place, but also to document aspects of
these now lost. ‘I love my country’, he says, by way of explaining why he wanted to record all this for
the future. ‘The hills, stockyards, fencing, mustering…’ He didn’t have a camera he says, so turned to
telling the stories of the early days in painting instead: ‘keeps it all alive – that history.’ This
motivation to bear witness to his own experiences and by extension those of his countrymen is
expressed mostly in naturalistic figurative and landscape works, accessible to all; a contemporary turn
in the classical practice of narrating social events in secular song, dance and rock art. In the artwork
produced for sale through Mangkaja art centre, he also takes particular care with the description of
each piece noted on their authenticating certificate. The ubiquitous artwork ‘story’ which is
sometimes little more than a generic explanation given to satisfy buyer expectations is, in Street’s
case, essential documentation and some are included here with the reproduced artwork which
follows.

Street mostly paints Gooniyandi country; he will only depict other lands with permission from those
who can speak for those places. Natural realism is his preferred mode of representation but he
occasionally turns to a more abstract desert style, again with the relevant permission to do so. He will
sometimes depart from making history paintings to, for example, depict animals in the style of
Gooniyandi rock art. He also experiments with other ways of illustrating local plant and animal life,
always accompanied by a written description of the cultural significance of the subject chosen.

The cicada bury themselves after the wet in early March, they stay in the ground until the first rain
and the bark peels off the white gumtrees, that’s when the rain starts to fall… cicada starts to sing at
sunrise to sunset every day. In the traditional way people who wanted to play the didjeridu used to
eat the cicada to have longer wind or breath to blow it. You put the didj into the water and blow to
see how long you can blow it.

Idi Idi (Cicada) Story 2011 © Mervyn Street and Mangkaja Art Centre

Street’s impulse to paint is not grounded solely in a desire to participate in the wider art world
(although this has its rewards and Street is a keen sharer of knowledge in this way), but rather to
reinforce and give permanency to his own people’s stories, for their own use:

This is my own story about my life. I was a drover, I paint from my memories of those days. I paint
to show the younger kids what life was like and to remind old people to help bring their memories
back.

Whilst Street’s paintings are representative of a broader historical picture, they are also deeply
personal. Clearly his life as a stockman affected him profoundly and nostalgia for these times is
threaded through his work alongside his desire to share them with others.

In the 1940s and 50s people used to go mustering in the bush, these were hard days. People had to
ride all day, no helicopters like today. They used to put them in the bullock paddock and count them
500-600 bullocks or more. They used to muster all these bullocks and drove them to Derby, Broome,
or even Wyndham. They had no trucks in those days, long trips, droving these cattle, it would
sometimes take months… No more droving now, them trucks do all the work.

Balmoongoo Country 2014 © Mervyn Street and Mangkaja Art Centre

Street’s artwork breathes life into recollections of an important period of Kimberley history, and is
testament to other interpretations and experiences of a country now also layered with the lives and
industries of erstwhile strangers. Street’s landscapes are similarly layered – at first reading features of
country might simply appear as an atmospheric backdrop to any mid-ground action, but these are
invariably also specific places with a deep history of socio-cultural significance for the artist and
further inform each work.

Limestone on the right was the camping place for old people, it also has paintings. The hill on the
background it is the Margaret Gorge (Marnjoow). The painting rocks were home to my people, this
rock has sheltered them for many years. Through the wet season and dry season winter. In the hot
weather they camped down by the river. Whatever they caught (bushtucker) they drew them on the
wall of the cave. They wrapped food like sugarbag and wild figs in paperbark, preserve them for
later.

Painting Rocks Story 2010 © Mervyn Street and Mangkaja Art Centre

Another snake was talking to the local snake. They were talking about taking all the people. They
created a storm. Wind, lightning, and the creek was running strong killing all the people. This is a
Dreamtime story.

My Country 2008 © Mervyn Street and Mangkaja Art Centre

Street’s subject matter ranges across the breadth of the history of settler intrusion into the central
Kimberley, a solely Aboriginal perspective focussed on the pastoralism which was the primary
rationale for this occurring. Early Days reflects on the early period of the establishment of the cattle
industry when pastoralists complained bitterly about cattle spearing by those whose hunting grounds
and water-holes were being despoiled by those very cattle. The punishment for this, for those who
escaped murderous retaliatory raids, was invariably jail time far from country – the beginning of a
decades-long process of family separations and social breakdown.

Long time ago these men always go in this river – spring place rockhole, hunting goanna,
kangaroo, emu. First time they ever know about cattles - they was bigger than emu, kangaroo, so
they speared the cattles and cook them in the fire. Then they always had police come when they saw
smoke and that’s why they got them in jail.

Early Days 2010 © Mervyn Street and Mangkaja Art Centre

The quieter decades of mid-last century however, when Aboriginal people were fully incorporated into
station life in the Kimberley, is the period Street focuses on, contributing much detail on the daily
grind of station work.

Most of the people were in the station. They used to work for nothing: food, a hat, a blanket, a shirt
or trousers. They worked hard all day. They had no car to take a swag – only a pack horse or a
mule. Sun going down. Times changed. The old life is gone. Those days were hard times. These days
there are helicopters. Getting up early to get all the horses, make breakfast. Make sure the horses
had shoes, clean the gear and make sure the horses don’t have sore back. Ride out a long way from
the homestead. Take all the gear and set up camp. Making the cattle quiet and training the dogs and
breaking the horses.

Droving Days 2012 © Mervyn Street and Mangkaja Art Centre

Like many other Kimberley people of his generation, he also reflects fondly on the positive aspects of
station life, when good horsemanship was revered, days were structured and full and yet to be affected
by the ravages of other more recent social issues. Whilst the destructive changes which accompanied
pastoralism are undeniable, and the levels of inequality and disempowerment extreme, in some
respects station work actually aligned well with people’s natural interests – the work with animals,
mobility through country, close sociality and the ability to maintain ceremonial responsibilities.

…In time the bosses would say you got to go out in the bush, we had the horse all shoed up already,
we had to wear work clothes, grease the saddle, greasing the back pack, get them ready with rope
and straps, make sure everything was right, and get them ready to go out bush. That was the good
days, early days, the time and place to be young and hanging on the horse. Watching the men shoe
the horse, get some ideas on how they shoe the horse, they tell me where to put nail on the horse, see
the difference what shoe fit to the front foot and what shoe fit on the back foot, look at how they used
to do that. Those days were rail yard days, they put the saddle on the rail.

Horse Mustering 2014 © Mervyn Street and Mangkaja Art Centre

…Many of the people who worked on the station went back to the bush at holiday time, at
Christmas. They left their work and their station clothes behind and travelled back to their country.
These days people don’t do this. We still go hunting for bush tucker but we come home after maybe
one or two days camping out.

Hunting 2013 © Mervyn Street and Mangkaja Art Centre

This painting is about the people coming back to work from the bush after holiday camp finished.
Old people from every station gone on holiday all mixed together – on holiday camp – rations
camp. They all meet in one place, have a good time, do ceremony, all one family. When they
finished, they all come back in group – back to work on the stations.

Workers from the Bush 2013 © Mervyn Street and Mangkaja Art Centre

Street also records his impressions of the end of widespread Aboriginal involvement in the cattle
industry, which accompanied the introduction of the Equal Wages Award in 1967 and the increasing
reliance on new technologies which minimised reliance on manual labour. The impact of this period
continues to reverberate in the restructured communities and towns of the Kimberley, which grapple
with entrenched social issues and political threats to community sustainability.

People used to go droving from all around this country… This painting shows my last droving trip
Fitzroy Crossing… After that time everything started to change, gone were the days of droving. Now
days the cattle are mustered by helicopter… The new trucks have made it much easier to get the
cattle across the country. The plane is a DC3, the Mail Plane it used to go to all the big settlements
and stations… A lot of my countrymen worked for the cattle stations and often all the men who did
the mustering and droving were all countrymen. Those days are gone now everything has changed,
the older people really miss those days of hard work and quiet times. The younger ones don’t really
know or understand those times.

End of Droving Days circa 1950 2006 © Mervyn Street and Mangkaja Art Centre

Whilst a lambent nostalgia emanates from many of Street’s works, especially his droving paintings,
they can’t be reduced to the merely sentimental. A gentle humour also sometimes permeates, and an
interest in preserving the more quotidian details of station homestead life is clear in more detailed
works which direct attention to activity in the foreground.

Food Wagon 2011 © Mervyn Street and Mangkaja Art Centre

These also especially show the critical role women played in the development of Kimberley
pastoralism, often rendered invisible or sorely underplayed in written documents. Street learned and
participated in traditional ceremony with the old people, from the men’s side, and emphasises that in
this way he was always taught respect for women. Aside from the droving paintings, not only do
women (particularly his mother) feature equally in his history paintings but their work is invariably
detailed in the artwork descriptions:

About my mother – this from memory. My mum she worked at this place, she was the cook – she
taught other women how to cook. The chain on the other side of the house is the bell for suppertime.
She made cream out of milk, butter from the nanny goat. My mum she also made beer grog for the
manager. My mum made home-made goat soap, put sulphur in it and mixed it all up in a 44 gallon
drum. From here people would go to work in the cattle yard. The countrymen live nearby maybe
one kilometre away from the kitchen. We would help out in the yard while the manager was eating.
My mum told me that when I was a baby she riding a horse and holding me in her arm and that
horse started bucking and she had to hold on real hard to stop from dropping me.

Camp Kitchen at Louisa Downs 2010 © Mervyn Street and Mangkaja Art Centre

This story is my Mum’s story. While they were building all these houses, my mum used to take me
out there while they get the river gum, they get the bark off the tree. No iron in those days, they get
bark to make shelters. They used the saw and axe to make this house and that’s why they would cart
water, while they were working, cart water from the river, a long way up from Binboonoo. The
women used the water to water the garden. Women had the job to water the garden and men had
the job to build the shelter there.

(L) Penbono (Binboonoo) 2006 and (R) Paper Bark House 2006 © Mervyn Street and Mangkaja Art Centre

His father is also the subject of several powerful works which confront the reality of the physical
hardship he and many others endured across a life of indentured labour. Street’s own words crack
open the reality of this life in a way not found in historical records from that time:

This is my father working. This is what it looked like before. There’s a bank on the side and the cattle
would come in, he would keep the trough full for cattle to come in and drink. He never stopped
working, so many cattle a day would come in and drink, morning, dinnertime, late afternoon, he
would keep filling up the trough, that’s what he was doing, work work work. When the rain came
and it would fill up the billabong, that’s the only time he stopped working. He had to use wire and
trees to make sure the flood wouldn’t take the trough away. We had to live in a tent at that time, I
was a kid and my Dad used to tell me ‘you stop in the camp and mind all the dogs and Mum’. The old
man had to go to fill the trough every day, every morning. When there was no cattle around I used
to go and play around there, it’s a good little place Chewnkey, three miles away from the station and
the river. Those days there was no bore, we didn’t have a bore, we had to pump and get water from
the soak to fill up the trough. In the wet when there was plenty of water he had to put fences up, and
when it was dry he had to work on filling the trough.

Chewnkey 2006 © Mervyn Street and Mangkaja Art Centre

Pumping water central Kimberley station 1950s (station workers not identified). Image courtesy of the Smoker family
and http://www.mibalafoto.com.au

Street demonstrates a great lightness of touch in his history paintings. The sensitive mark-making of
his charcoal and pencil drawings is replicated in his acrylic works (which are painted without being
sketched in first). His goal is not to emphasise the harsh environment and tough life of pastoral
families, nor to romanticise the essentially masculine nature of these enterprises, but rather to
humanise. For all that he says he loves to paint cattle in all their movements and moods, the

emotional centre of most of his works are the people depicted within them. This is underscored by his
compositional preferences and use of colour – which tends overwhelmingly to warm hues. Street says
he much prefers the dry season colours, of spinifex and parched oxides of pindan. He also favours hot
sunset skies, which add saturated light and a dreamlike intensity to some works. All these choices
work to place the viewer in emotional proximity to his subjects while also establishing a physical and
temporal distance.

Mustering Time 2012 © Mervyn Street and Mangkaja Art Centre

Droving Days 2008 © Mervyn Street and Mangkaja Art Centre

Street’s works imply a restrained drama. In many works the figures of cattle, horses and stockmen
occupy the middle distance and are not overly detailed. They are often shrouded in dust or smoke,
under a looming hot sky Movement is additionally suggested in the frequent use of lateral diagonals
within a landscape orientation, and in the evocation of vast distance with vanishing perspective. It is
the landscape itself which, however minimally depicted, constitutes the heroic frame in which the past
is made real.

Kimberley Drovers 2010 © Mervyn Street and Mangkaja Art Centre

Street has never limited himself to one style or form in his art-making. More recently he has
experimented with large, closely-framed depictions of riding stockmen. The triptych Bull Ride shows
the masterly outline of a monumental bull attempting to depose a rider tenaciously refusing to budge,
the essential details of this work condensed to the calligraphic impression of wild movement and the
stockman’s iconic boots, hat and decorated chaps. In Street’s hands the communion between animal
and rider becomes choreography and performance, a high risk theatre of mental and physical control
with which the artist is intimately acquainted. Unusually, the rider is turned towards the viewer,

commanding attention. There is a confidence to these new paintings, an outright proclamation of
selfhood which is not, as in previous works, nestled within historical narrative.

Bull Ride 2016 (1/3) © Mervyn Street and Mangkaja Art Centre

Over the course of his art career Street has travelled to Melbourne, Adelaide, Perth and London. He
was also one of the artist-participants in the landmark Canning Stock Route project. Most recently he
has extended his art practice into animation, resulting last year in the short piece Willimillimilli,
which also features his own original music as the soundtrack. Street has illustrated several books, and
has used his artwork in language programs at local community schools. He is involved with the
Yiramalay / Wesley Studio School student cultural immersion and exchange program on Leopold
Downs Station, teaching students from Melbourne about traditional and contemporary life of
Gooniyandi people in which local students also participate. Former chair of KALACC (Kimberley
Aboriginal Law and Culture) Street has taken a leadership role politically, promoting the importance
of retaining culture and the many benefits for Indigenous communities continuing to live in their
remote homelands. He is emblematic of the indefatigable group Kimberley leaders of his generation
committed to demonstrating the links between cultural strength and social health.

Street teaching traditional dance to young Gooniyandi men © Guy Hayes 2012 courtesy Mankaja Arts Resource Agency

Street now lives close to Fitzroy Crossing at Muludja community with his wife June, also Gooniyandi.
Their goal is to start an art and culture centre here, to work in tandem with the cultural tours which
they currently conduct on Louisa Downs station. They have one son and a grandson.

Many thanks to Mervyn Street and June Davis for their generous conversations at Mangkaja Art
Centre. Thanks also to Mangkaja Arts Resource Agency for the provision of artwork documentation
and images and Keren Masters at www.mibalafoto.com.au for historical photos.

Mervyn Street publications:
P. Lowe, J.M. Chuguna and M. Street (ill.), 2015, The Girl from the Great Sandy Desert, Magabala
Books, Broome, WA.
J. Warring and M. Street (ill.), 2009, At the River, Yiyili Aboriginal Community School, Halls Creek,
WA.
J. Warring and M. Street (ill.), 2000, Know Your Granny, Yiyili Aboriginal Community, Halls Creek,
WA

____________________________

New short film: artist Francis Dolby
Desert River Sea, in partnership with Mowanjum Aboriginal Art & Culture Centre, is proud to launch
our most recent video collaboration, a beautifully produced introduction to Ngarinyin artist Francis
Dolby.

"I mainly watched the old people carve and wanted to be like them, a carver."

Francis is a talented boab nut carver and the film follows him as he harvests boab nuts, paints, carves
and talks about his art practice and inspiration. Don’t miss this one!

To view the film click here. To read more about Francis Dolby and his art go to his artist profile page
on the Desert River Sea website, here.

____________________________

DRS article in Museums Galleries Australia
Magazine
Museums Galleries Australia Magazine, a forum for news, opinion and debate on museum issues has
published an article about Desert River Sea; Kimberley Art Then & Now in its current edition (VOL
25 SPRING_SUMMER 2016) Page 28-33. The article: WA state gallery reaches out to the Kimberley:
Changing models of community-institutional relationships, focuses on how Desert River
Sea continues to reshape relationships between a state museum and Indigenous communities.

The Art Gallery of Western Australia’s Desert River Sea project recently came to National attention
after it was awarded a MAGNA Award in the Indigenous Project or Keeping Place category. Judges
recognised the project as ‘Innovative in that it pioneers a new model for state art galleries to work
with remote art centres in a sustainable way. It involves having a campus in the regions (Broome in
this case) using an approach that sustains, supports and strengthens the artists and administrators
as well as fulfilling more coherently on the State institutions mandate…’

Click here for the article or here to read the entire magazine online.

______________________

Image credits: (L to R) Maitland Ngerdu, ‘Saltwater Crocodile’, Renita Bidd, ‘Water Flows into the Waterhole’, Sherika Nulgit ‘Carrying
Junba’ & Renita Bidd ‘Barramundi Scales’ © Mowanjum Aboriginal Art & Culture Centre 2016

Feature Project – Mowanjum Micro Macro
Country

This edition we decided to extend our ‘feature artwork’ segment to a ‘feature project’ as we found it
difficult to choose one print to single out from the new artworks from Mowanjum Aboriginal Art &
Culture Centre’s recent Dolord Mindi photography and print workshop.

Dolord Mindi is the Mowanjum Community Collection and Media Space, it aims to preserve and
collect archival records in tandem with training staff and artists to create new digital media stories. As
well as driving new creative projects the space allows the community to explore and deepen cultural
knowledge via digital media platforms, to engage with an evolving collection of photographs, videos,
sound, documents and object information via the community controlled database Storylines. In terms
of a way of delivering an interactive platform that supports the maintenance of culture, language and
law, as well as intergenerational teaching, Dolord Mindi is a standout in the Kimberley and the
beating heart of the art centre.

In late 2016 Dolord Mindi ran a four-week program with Mowanjum artists called ‘Micro Macro
Country’ and invited four external artists to guide and join the creative journey; Jacqueline Warrick
and Sarah Landro from Camera Story, Sean Smith from The Ownership Project, and Peter
Hatzipavlis from The Print Shop, Photography Studies College. The program, eagerly embraced by
new, early and mid-career artists, was designed to experiment with combining digital media and
handmade methods of making. Artists explored digital photography, screen-printing and digital
printing while studying the theme of identity through country by closely examining objects in their
immediate environment. Old photographs and material from the Mowanjum Collection were accessed
by artists to incorporate into the screen-print designs.

In Sherika Nulgit’s work Junba on Country the patterns inside the dancing figure were developed
from a detail drawing of a freshwater turtle shell. Sherika used photos from the Community Collection
taken during a Junba performance at Mount Hart which inspired her to reflect:

I am a fresh water woman my country is inland and this picture is about us going back on country
teaching our culture to the next generation… The freshwater longneck turtle is a significant totem
animal; inside the body can be found a Wandjina shaped bone. Young boys are not allowed to play
with freshwater turtles until they have grown facial hair.

Sherika Nulgit, Junba on Country

Cecila Umbagai’s work Dumbi was inspired by a recent trip to a cave site during another Dolord
Mindi project. Here a collaboration of Traditional Land Owners, UWA archaeologists and virtual
reality specialists worked to create a high quality virtual scan of the rock art site intended for display
in the Rock Art Educational space currently under development in the Mowanjum museum.

Cecilia Umbagai, Dumbi

A surprise new talent to emerge from this project is Mowanjum staff member Maitland Ngerdu.
Better known around the art centre for his savant-like knowledge of the Storylines database rather
than art making, Maitland’s talent for image recall and intimate knowledge of the database collection
made him a perfect candidate to explore the Micro Macro concept. Of the artwork My
Grandfather Maitland explains:

This is a dedication to my grandfather Wattie Ngerdu who was a great Worrorra leader and
composer of Junba. The screenprint combines photos of my Grandfather from the Mowanjum
Community Collection and a drawing of a saltwater crocodile skin.

Maitland Ngerdu, My Grandfather

The full online gallery of all the Micro Macro Country screen prints is available on the Mowanjum
Aboriginal Art and Culture website here.

Information courtesy of Mowanjum Aboriginal Art & Culture Centre
________________________________

Desert River Sea acknowledges the late Mr
Timms (Ngarrmaliny Janama),
esteemed Gija artist of the Frog Hollow
community and Warmun art centre
Born in 1946 on Bedford Downs station, Mr Timms spent much of his working life as a stockman. He
is better known however as one of the founding artists of the East Kimberley contemporary art
movement, renowned for his expansive painted canvases – ochre interpretations of landscape, culture
and frontier history. He was also dedicated to supporting fellow artists, establishing Jirrawun Arts
with Tony Oliver in 1998 and also serving ANKA as a long-term board member.

Our condolences to his family, community and fellow artists at the Warmun art centre.
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